
Slide sheets can be intrusive they require log rolling the client, 
much handling and effort and often discomfort for the client. The 
All Ways Slide remains permanently on the bed. The upper layer 
is comfortable quilted cotton with polyester fibre fill which will not 
adversely impact a pressure mattress. This may be covered with 
a normal or waterproof sheet, a kylie or other incontinence aids. 
The All Ways Slide incorporates layers of low friction and non 
slip materials that provide ease of sliding and stability and 
handles for effortless use either manually or in conjunction with a 
patient lifter. 

The bottom layer is a fitted polyester silicone coated low friction sheet, shown in the pictures above left with 
the quilted layer folded back. The pictures on the right have the quilt inverted just to showing the nonslip 
area uncovered or covered by the curtain. (Extra reinforced model shown) 
The non slip area is limited to an area under the torso leaving freedom of movement for upper body and 
lower body to reduce shear. When the nonslip is exposed with a person’s weight upon it, the All Ways 
Slide is stable. The low friction curtain can easily be slid up and down using the comfortable roped handles 
to cover or uncover the nonslip area for ease of sliding or stability.  
Handles are conveniently located on either side to enable the care giver to easily move the client up or 
down the bed by relocating their own body weight or move the client across the bed with gentle pressure on 
hip & shoulders.  
The All Ways Slide is able to be used in conjunction with a floor or ceiling patient lifter; simply hook the 
carry bar through the handles on one side to turn the client on their side. Using a hoist, particularly a ceiling 
lifter on the opposite side to a care giver can facilitate safe use by one person with no effort. 

Need help positioning a sling under someone? 
When clients are hoisted from bed to chair, they need to be log rolled first one side then the other to insert 
the sling under them. For heavier clients this becomes difficult for carers and leads to injury, for clients it 
causes pain and discomfort, skin tear and pressure issues. The All Ways Slide is able to be used in 
conjunction with a hoist to facilitate this providing ease and comfort for all. Slide the client so they will be 
turning in the middle of the bed. Use the hoist to raise one side rolling the client on their side. Support the 
client, lower the All Ways Slide enough to insert the sling folded in half. Raise the All Ways Slide, support 
the client then gently lower them to the bed. Repeat this action on the other side this time unfolding the sling 
so that it is correctly positioned underneath the client. When they are flat with the sling correctly positioned 
they are ready for lifting. Reverse this for removing the sling when appropriate.  
Models available - All Ways Slide AW210140,  All Ways Slide King single underlay AW210140K,  
All Ways Slide/King single/ Reinforced AW210140KB 
The Quilted and bottom layers can be washed at 60°C  Do not use Chlorine or softener 

Slide sheets with or without handles. 
Slide sheets as traditionally used are available as either a 
traditional flat sheet with webbing handgrips continuously 
around three sides. Items and sizes available: 
Flat sheets: S140100F - 140 x 100cm, S140200F - 140 x 200cm. 
With Handles: S90200HO - 90 x 200, S140200HO - 140 x 200  

 
 

All Ways Slide 
Constantly turning or repositioning someone in bed? 
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